
That C 

oi: £ilm and their possible correlation with the sound of gunshots was discussed 
“--* in an unpublished paper written by critic Ray Marcus in 1965 and in Harold 

i c.«i:\ Welsberg's book Whitewash (page U7), which has been in the hands of CBS for 
So'c) g@ year or more. 

“ *~ a sense of fair play that is also blurred. 
* . blurred frames (numbers 190, 227, and 3118), suggesting that they indicated the 

sound of gunfire four or five frames earlier in each instance. 
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Mr. Richard Salant — aa ns re 
‘.. President, CBS News -. a , 

' 518 West 57 Street tap iS 
- New York City 10019 i, ; 

os Dear sir, ' on 

The CBS News Inquiry on the Warren Report was marred by serious error and ie ihe 
. fallacious reasoning which inevitably will have misled and confused a general ge ty 

“o's. audience. I feel obliged to comment on some of the evidentiary problems an es ar 
"discussed in the News Inquiry. Jc on = a 

The Time-Span of the Shots The blurring of some frames of the Zapruder "ye 

o claim credit for this "discovery" suggests EE 
In any event, CBS cited only three = oe 2 

There are two 

'"" more frames, equally blurred, which CBS did not mention (numbers 195 and 203). Bee TO 
--:. If CBS wishes to argue that five blurred frames correlate with three rifle ee 

“.-". ghots, it should at least have acknowlerged that there were five, not three, PT Tg 
such frames. . re ay 

Pon The speed of the five test cameras is absolutely irrelevant to the time-span 
ms of the shots. 

‘him on the day of the assassination. 
-- camera was operating at 16.3 frames per second, for reasons it did not trouble to. 

ee In fact, there are reasons for rejecting the FBI finding-~that is, the. - 
<:\. EBI testimony that a segment of the Zaprider film that took 5.6 seconds in the = oon. |: 

explain. 

r 

The only relevant camera is the one owned by Zapruder and used by 
OBS rejected the FBI finding that Zapruder's o eb | 

oS original took only about 3.5 seconds in a reenactment film utilizing the same = 
In other words, the camera said by the FBI to have operated at 18.3 a Jo camera. 

frames per second on November 22, 1963 was running at about 24 frames per second | 
The three-speed Zaprmider camera can, in fact, be set to 

Marksmanship Tests 

OO! on May 24, 1964. 
--: operate at 24 frames per second. 

have had only 4.5 seconds in which to fire three shots, under the Warren 
oy Impartial examination of the evidence leads ce 

- to a finding that the accused Oswald might have had a second less than ke 

“si, Commission's reconstruction. 

At that speed, the alleged assassin would 

- estimated by the Commission, not as CBS postulated almost three seconds more. pe et! 
toy 

i . -” on Be, 

The CBS rifle tests achieved far greater verisimilitude. oot, mo 

or ‘with resoect to physical conditions than did the tests on which the Warren 
Commission relied. 
in no way to 
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But both sets of tests utilized expert and master riflemen 
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le equated with the maladroit Oswald. a 
“he Ll op: rticivants in | Lbs tests, and one of these four missed two a 
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_. dent" would endow a marksman with: skill he 

CBS reported the scores of 

vonably infer that the seven withheld scores 1 4.0)000 1} 
'tries. If marksmen of the highest order. 7... v 6 0h: 
three)» the results of the rifle tests a a 
¢ not capable of the feat of marksmanship -°¢ ‘..: 
mand CBS. I fail to understand how the 
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The Wound Penetration Ballistics Tests The CBS tests again achieved far 
better simulation than did the Commission's tests. But that very fact makes it re en, 

alithe more astonishing that CBS drew from the test results conclusions flagrantly 
Opposite to those warranted. Not-one brllet in the CBS tests retained sufficient 
velocity to penetrate the simulated thigh--not one. That does not "corroborate" 
the single-bullet theory: that disqualifies it. Moreover, some bullets out of an 

a unspecified total became spent and lodged in the simulated wrist. I should like to Ce AS 
- know the exact number or percentage of tke total bullets that lodged in the simulated. ae 

a cliwrist. I should like to know.if any of the lodged bullets pierced the masonite 
"(simulated bone) before exhaustion. This essential: data unfortunately wes omitted. 0° 7! 

a In any case, it is not sufficient to prove a bullet could have caused all the ee 
; wounds attached to the single-missile hypothesis (CBS did not prove that, it proved re 

ha) the opposite). It is necessary to prove also that one bullet could have caused 

‘<-;., that some or any of the CBS test bullets emerged in the same pristine purity as rs 
< the stretcher bullet? I think not. Nor does this seem to me a careless a 
“» oversight. Pending elucidation or correction by CBS, I am compelled to infer ci 

' “that the test bullets were deliberately withheld because their condition upon 

Yh 

_.., diagram; that every other entry in tho diagram appears to be accurate, as opposed ; =~ 
a bo the crucial bullet wound in the back; that the clothing bullet holes match the **: 

.. dlagram, not the schematic drawings; that a Secret Service agent saw a bullet hit 

all the wounds and emerged virtually intact and undeformed, without traces of | ae 

oo tissue or fabric. Since this is an indispensable corollary, I am at a loss AI Bn, 
dag to understand why CBS did not display or describe a single one of the bullets ct 

recovered in its tests--not one. Is oue to assume from this singular omission - 

recovery would decisively invalidate the contrived stretcher bullet-single missile 
hypothesis. . Ht EL 

ooTet lot 
con} aly tov reed }ic mn.s: testimony before the Warren Commission with 

¢ 

d, base, we Pp tive es surface. Just how significant this is may = | : 
pe. fron he yb thas ero : very week of the CBS News Inquiry, an Army’: ; .- 

Ba An heas | acquitted of a charge.of homicide because . fos 

arrinc ya. ace ¢.0 shood cr vino :-. A police expert testified that that a 
tL covle nu. have tcavelcc thro:.+i a numan body and emerged clean; on this 8 

alone, th: corporal was exone:ased. rn 

ene imlops.’ Photogcaphs ana X-reys (Captain Humes told CBS that a diagram: © - 
executed curing the autopsy, whicn placed the neck wound several inches below a 
the neck, was meroly a 3ketch, an aidc-memoire, not intended to be accurate or: 
precisely to scale; but that the schematic drawings executed some three months 
later uuder his direction (on the basis o recollection and such aide-memoires 
as were at his disposal) were both accurase and precise in depicting the wound 
at a Site markedly highor than in the contemporaneous, diagram. In any case, 
Captain Humes claimed, she measurements written in the margin of the diagram 
were correct, however inexact the positioning of the controversial "dot." 
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CbS failed to pursie or challenge this explanation, as in conscience it oe 
should nave done, by pointing out no marginal notations giving precise measure- °"° (°” ooo 
meuts for any other wound, cut-down, or physical characteristic appear on the ee 

the President four inches below the neck; and that another Secret Service agent, |. 4 ; Summoned to the autopsy chamber expressly to witness the wounds, testified that ~~ = ©: 
this wound was six inches below the neck. ¢. a 
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in bis 035 interview, Darrell ¢. Tomlinson of Parkland Py, 
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CBS failed to ask how macy of those auLODSLESs, if any, were forensic; and how many 
sOlcnrist can verform a hundred thousand autepsics 

2 ced 

on victims of cancer or other dissasas émich contribute to medical nove za 
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meet , on at Manet : : question and answor, as they suami, wore gsrocgsiy 

in another segment of the OSS Newe Indvuiry, 
Commission for accepting the selfvimiication of 
its aliecvad clandestine relationship with Oswald 
vermitted to vindicate his autonsy report and his te 
ronthonticabing” the autopsy photoreraphs ana Axrays? 
CES should heave done was to informa its 
kKunferman requested permission for Dru. Milton & 

i io rt “, a +. 'k- “ + AL ‘ 7 ane . |. he examine the vhotographs and X-reys, and that the 

ee 
a4 fs 7” . 

two such ovwbstaendcing forensic pabhcoloyists wore b 

evidente. 

ni. : 4 Chnt senyeeksyeh flyade nes The Head Shot OBS asserted thah the Zanrut 

a A. =P se, ie yon, Sd rages ‘hey, Ta3 x t "gopears to move the President's head back. 
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ations of this phenomenon, 

ox Depository. 

After showing an interview by Dan Rether of Dr. (nates Wyekorf, Walter 
Kvoniclte said that we had heard "one explanation as to how a head contd ROVe 

paciward after being struck from behind.” 

ne 2a Mat ide. Dr. Uyekoie § gay @ no such explanation, since Mr. Rather 
had ¢ letely m uisstated the PROns ee Helther in tir. Rather's question nor in 
tyr. iyohoft's reply was thera any ims Aon whatever of the backward thrust of the 
néad upon bullet ipa. Li. Rothe ay ned sald that "Some critics say that by the 

‘t 
very fa act that you cen clearly see tho explosion of the bullet a ene front side 
or the Sregident, that thab certs 

i imow of no oritic who MSs ever s 

kriows of one, Eoth he and if. k 
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uv 
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16 position of the 
& opladon on ‘thig decisive question of 

evidence On the direction of the fata. SHOT. The misrepresent: ation is so 
grave that I cannot imagine thet you will wish to permit it te stand uncorrected. 

Ie, Cyril Wecht found it @vite uniikely and 
yecollL a3 a response to «@ bullet from behind the 
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ma Pose} mdcgio. concealed fru the American people the very fact of the 

baciierd vis. st of tne President's body in reaction to the head bulict, which 

. no one who views the Zapruder film can fail to see. CBS did disclose this 

-. erucial evidence, perhaps because it could no longer be disregarded as a result 

“of the information which critics of the Warren Report have been able to bring :«'. 

' before the pblic. But in discussing and attempting to neutralize the import ~- : 

of this evidmee, CBS engaged in blatant misrepresentation of an exceedingly 

yrly astuve. Unless there is an carly and specific rectification, it will o 

te impossb1l to avoid the conclusion that CBS has attempted to whitewash the = 6 ie. 

fraudiiors Worren Report and to engage in a massive propaganda effort to aes 
confasc cr convert public opinion, while pretending to do the honorable work 

of a free press. 

7 Finally, I refer to the CBS interview of Murray Jackson, Dallas Police 

/ us. padio dispatcher, an important witness in the Tippit murder who was never 

'."*. questioned by the Warren Commission or its investigators. Jackson's statements 

-- > to CBS were false. Central Oak Cliff was not unmanned by police officers i ho 
; “ when Jackson allegedly instructed No.78 (Tippit) and No.87 (Nelson) to proceed = ws be 

“ol. there. Some “SAF police patrols are normally assigned to central Oak Cliff. a ace 

». Only two of them had been redeployed to the scene of the assassination. 7 Me 

' 0. The others were present in their assigned districts, including the officer 

/ -*. responsible for the district in which Tippit was shot. Ib was Tippit's om = |. Bol. 

_ © district that was left unpoliced when he departed from his assigned location, . Ce ED 

ae not Eo mann anasounoncne Se meee the district in - - ” 

uw: " Fhich he was murdered. ~~ 

ee Moreover, Jackson claimed that he had reacted to a report of disturbance - no 
“>. on 1Oth and Patton by signaling Tippit because he knew that "J.D. was the only — a 

"one that should have been in Oak Cliff." Even CBS should have noticed that = = = =. 
/-- this explanation collides with the so-called simultaneous instruction issued ee 

-.i,. by Jackson at 12:45 p.m. to Tippit and Nelson. Having dispatched Nelson to u oS 7 

- ° central Oak Cliff, how could Jackson "know! that Tippit was the only one who - 

“'. should have been there? ; 
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ea During its review of the Tinpit case, CBS played selected excerpts from 
1 the sound record of the police radio--for example, the actual sound of the 

vylues citizen reporting a shooting, which is not in dispute. I cannot understand 
. (*, why the actual sound record of Jackson's instruction to Tippit and Nelson at 
‘os 12:45 p.m. was not played, since it is in dispute, nor why CBS preferred to 
° s rest on Jackson's unsworn, self-contradictory statements to a CBS interviewer 

: “. after a passage of more than three years. 
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i Time does not permit me to. deal with other inadequacies in the CBS News : — 
_ Tuquiry, many of which are no less serious than the examples I have discussed. ag 
>No student of the assassination can fail to notice that the defects of the ane I 

“ GBS Inquiry, like those of the Warren Report, whether errors of commission or ~ © 9... i. 
“* errors of omission, are characterized ‘by one constant: they invariably work .- --° ©...) 
to the disadvantage of the accused assassin. The significance of this 

ooo’ phenomenon is self-evident. I am distributing copies of this letter to the — 
ii. press and other interested parties. —. | Se 
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